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Featured Application: The new findings highlight for the first time the dynamic phenomena of
turnout systems considering composite, concrete and timber sleepers and bearers. It also brings
in-depth insights stemmed from multi-body simulations of dynamic train-turnout interaction
into the influential aspects of dynamic responses, load redistributions, dynamic impact factors
and wheel/rail contact forces. The novel insights in the article can be used (not limited to) as a
reference for the design, inspection and maintenance of railway switches and crossings.

Abstract: A railway turnout is an essential infrastructure for managing railway traffic flexibility. In
contrast, it imposes restrictions on train operations such as lower operational speeds through the
turnout due to the complex movements of trains over the turnout. This results in the large-amplitude
dynamic responses of the train-turnout interaction. Previous studies have focused on the train-turnout
interactions entailing the wheel-rail contact forces and stresses. Very few of the studies considered the
effects of the contact forces on the turnout structure and its components such as sleepers and bearers.
Those previous studies neglected the dynamic forces and estimated the behavior of train-turnout
interactions based on quasi-static calculations. In reality, turnouts are subjected to high impact forces,
which can be higher than the permissible track forces. Consequently, a numerical model capable
of determining impact forces was developed here, to evaluate the dynamic behaviors of a railway
turnout and their effects on such turnout components as bearers, ballast, and so on. The model
consists of a structured beam grillage laying on an elastic foundation with rigid wheelsets and a bogie.
The model was verified by field measurements. The new insight stemmed from this study shows
that neglecting the contribution of dynamic forces can result in the unsafe underestimation of train
turnout behaviors.

Keywords: railway; turnout; switches and crossings; impact forces; contact forces; wheel-rail
interaction; bearers; sleepers

1. Introduction

A common method of changing the direction of a railway vehicle or diverting rail traffics from one
route to another includes the use of railway turnouts, or so called ‘switches and crossings’, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The design of a railway turnout entails multidisciplinary engineering to overcome the
burdens of the complex geometry of a turnout, which imposes restrictions such as lower operational
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speeds and high-quality maintenance to prevent derailments. The average cost of turnouts is estimated
at 26,000 Euros per km by Banverket in Sweden [1]. The cost occupies 24% of maintenance and 23% of
renewal budgets in the UK [2]. Furthermore, approximately 12,000 turnout related derailments have
been reported in the EU, the annual cost of which is an estimated 200 million Euros [3]. Consequently,
they are considered to be a top concern for smooth traffic management by infrastructure managers in
Europe [4].
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Figure 1. The Finite Element Method (FEM) model. (a) The layout of a standard turnout; (b) the
schematic vehicle-track couple; and (c) the crossing nose and wheel trajectory.

Accordingly, many studies have been devoted to improving the design and performance of the
railway turnout system. Several types of research have offered effective configurations (such as gauge
widening [5] and movable crossings [6]) to mitigate dynamic wheel-rail forces and to improve ride
comfort. In reality, fundamental problems, such as fatigue and plastic damage caused by impact
forces and stiffness variations along a turnout, still attract the attention of many researchers [7–12].
Specifically, the number of studies has increased, in the last two decades, along with development of
the computational power that facilitates the use of a numerical process. The reason behind opting for a
numerical process is that analytical solutions are rare, and experimental setups to analyze the behavior
of a turnout are expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, numerical tools provide a flexible
environment for changing the parameters or generating various scenarios. The diverse applications of
numerical methods include risk analysis [13], maintenance [14], failure detection [15], etc.; however,
the general propensity here involves investigating the dynamic behavior of wheel-rail contact forces
over a turnout globally or locally [5,9–12]. The main motivation was that the prediction of track force
spectra can be used for service life predictions of the safety-critical components [16–20].

Global or whole turnout analyses were conducted to evaluate the general behavior of a turnout
under static or dynamic conditions [9,11,12], to optimize the design of a turnout [5,21], or to tune
the vertical track stiffness [22]. This type of analysis holds the advantage that the components of
the track-vehicle couple are relatively simple/simply modeled and therefore, computationally less
expensive. A common numerical tool for whole turnout analyses is multi-body simulation (MBS)
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where the bodies are simulated by multi degrees of freedom, and the contact theories are used to
estimate contact forces. In general, Hertzian, Non-Hertzian, or Multi-Hertzian contact theories have
been adopted to calculate normal contact forces and Kalker’s theories or Polach’s method have been
used for tangential forces [23,24]. The disadvantage of the MBS is the limitation of the accuracy of
estimated contact forces. For instance, it was found that the multi body simulation, having a resolution
range over 500 Hz, consumed a significant amount of time and resources [25] whereas rail irregularities
range up to 2000 Hz [26]. As a consequence, particular studies [14,27–29] use quite detailed FEM
(Finite Element Method) models to increase accuracy in the estimation of the contact forces. These
FEM models require more computational power than MBS models, but their accuracy is higher and
allows stress-strain level investigations on the contact patch. The disadvantage here is that the scale of
modelling is reduced to overcome the computational cost. In other words, a specific location rather
than a whole turnout is selected to investigate the dynamic behavior. There have been recent attempts
to deal with computational costs [27,30] which, while promising, are still insufficient to expand the
simulation scale.

As discussed, most of the previous studies are focused on the wheel-rail interface. There also
exists other research interest on turnout components such as sleepers and bearers [31,32]. Nevertheless,
these models apply the simple moving load approach with a dynamic impact factor to simulate the
worst-case scenarios of loading conditions over the turnout. This approach is incapable of capturing
actual impact forces and may result in inaccurate results and interpretations. The current design
codes for sleepers and bearers use similar quasi-static approaches. They rely on only static analysis
with a dynamic factor to estimate the dynamic effects. In fact, the European standards did not have
a design code until very recently they have introduced a design guideline resembling other design
codes. Nonetheless, a recent study has questioned whether it is appropriate to use these design
codes or similar methodology [33], since neglecting such impulsive forces may cause either under
or over estimation of the dynamic behavior of components. As an example, the most critical part
was incorrectly found between the crossing nose and switches [31], which contradicts actual field
observations [7] and many of the other aforementioned studies. Impact forces, including both P1 (high
frequency) and P2 (moderate frequency) forces, appear to be the decisive factor when assessing the
reserve strength mechanism of a sleeper so as to achieve optimum sleeper lifecycle [26].

The aim of this study is to critically determine the dynamic behavior of a turnout system and
to evaluate the effect of impact loadings on the bearers and sleepers by using an FEM-MBS coupled
model that is capable of capturing the impact forces. According to a critical literature review, the
dynamic behaviors of clustered turnout bearers and sleepers in a turnout system have not been fully
investigated. The new insight stemmed from this study demonstrates the critical effects of dynamic
loadings on the behavior of railway turnout bearers and sleepers. It could be used as a new reference
indicator to develop a new design standard for railway sleepers and bearers. The paper demonstrates
the development of a numerical model, followed by model verification, parametric studies, results,
and finally conclusions. The effects of different speeds, axle loads, rail pads, and sleeper types are
investigated, as well as the dynamic behavior of a turnout.

2. Numerical Model

2.1. Geometry and Material Properties

The FEM-MBS coupled model of a turnout was developed to investigate the dynamic behavior of
a railway turnout subjected to dynamic impact loads. The track is modeled with FEM elements and
the vehicle, and interactions between track and vehicle are defined by MBS elements. The coupling
between the two models is provided by Hertzian Contact Theory. The model represents a right-hand
turnout of 54E1/1:9 type consisting of an entrance, a switch, a closure panel and a crossing panel.
The length is approximately 48 m. A descriptive figure of the model is illustrated in Figure 1. Two
common element types, beam elements for rails and sleepers, and linear springs—viscous dampers
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for substructure and rail pads—are used while modelling. The rails in the model have an equivalent
rail profile compared to a standard UIC54 rail. The equivalent profile serves as an opportunity to
reduce the model complexity as the stress-strain level investigation is not the main concern in the
context. Furthermore, the rail surfaces are assumed to be perfectly smooth with the exception of a
small irregularity representing the discontinuity found on the rail at the crossing panel in Figure 1c.

The connectivity between rails and sleepers is enabled by rail pads. In practice, the range of
stiffness values for rail pads is rather wide, between 20 and 3032 kN/mm [6,34]. Selection of suitable rail
pad is mainly based on experience and preference of the infrastructure managers. Hence, it is believed
to be an effective and efficient approach to the select a rail pad stiffness regarding the similar values
commonly used in the literature. In this model, a rail pad with a stiffness value of 1300 kN/mm is
applied. Additionally, two stiffness values for different rail pads are collected and applied to simulate
the conditions in the different reference cases [5,10] for validation. It should be noted that the stiffness
values are dynamic values obtained mostly by drop weight tests. An experimental study in [35] shows
that maximum dynamic stiffness could be three times higher than static stiffness.

The model consists of 77 sleepers and bearers including both shorter sleepers and the longer
bearers. The average spacing between sleepers/bearers is 0.71 m. The sleepers/bearers have lengths
varying from 2.44 to 4.7 m and supported by the ballast bed and subgrade. The ballast bed and
subgrade is modeled by the use of a single-layered spring and damper couple representing the elastic
foundation part of the ‘beam on an elastic foundation concept’ [6]. The collective stiffness and damping
of this layer per normal sleeper is 45 kN/mm and 32 Ns/mm [27]. In addition, the stiffness and damping
values per sleeper are adjusted along the turnout with reference to sleeper length.

The unsprung mass seems to be the most influential variable affecting the impact forces [6,36].
It is assumed in this study that the unsprung mass per wheel is 10 tons. The effect of the car body
and inherently, the effect of consecutive bogies is neglected since they have limited effects. As a
consequence, the vehicle is simplified as two rigid wheelsets and a rigid bogie. The wheelsets and
the bogie are connected by linear springs and viscous dampers which represent primary suspensions.
Stiffness and damping coefficients of the primary suspension are 1.15 MN/m and 2.5 kNs/m [27]. A
summary of model properties could be found in Table 1.

Table 1. Dynamic material properties used in the numerical model.

Element Type Number of Elements Property Value

Rail Beam 1980
ρ 1

E 2

PR 3

7800
210
0.3

Sleeper Beam 3070
ρ 1

E 2

PR 3

2500
38
0.2

Rail Pad Spring 245 k 4 1300

Ballast Spring/Damper 5900 k 4

c 5
45
32

Primary Suspension Spring/Damper 8 k 4

c 5
1.15
2.5

1 Density (kg/m3). 2 Modulus of elasticity (GPa). 3 Poisson Ratio. 4 Stiffness (MN/m). 5 Damping coefficient (kNs/m).

2.2. Wheel-Rail Contact Model

Several wheel-rail contact theories are used to estimate normal and tangential contact forces
in numerical analysis procedures [23,24]. Hertzian Contact Theory for normal forces and Kalker’s
Fastsim for tangential forces are the most common and easy-to-adopt contact theories. However, they
are mostly used during MBS modelling. In FEM, penalty-based contact models are mostly preferred.
Selection of a contact model amongst these contact theories is related to the complexity of the numerical
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model. The model here is relatively simple, which is built with simple 2D beam elements. Furthermore,
only the vertical contact forces are considered. More importantly, general behaviors such as sleeper
behavior under dynamic loading are of interest rather than wheel-rail interface in this study. As a
consequence, simple Hertzian contact theory is applied here to calculate contact forces. The formulation
of the contact force is:

F = k . (δw − δr − δir) ,

where k is the Hertzian spring constant and δw, δr, δir are the displacement values of the wheel, rail and
track surface roughness at the location, respectively. The formulation of Hertzian contact stiffness is
given in [6] for railway applications as:

k = 3

√
3E2Q 2√Rwheel.Rrail

2(1− ν2)2 ,

where E is modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson’s ratio, Q is static wheel load, Rwheel is wheel radius and
Rrail is rail profile radius. Based on this formulation, contact stiffness is calculated as 1.4 × 106 N/mm.

The track surface roughness, sometimes called as “irregularity”, in the formula represents track
irregularities (vertical rail levels), which affect the dynamic train-track interaction. In order to simulate
realistic conditions, the track irregularities obtained by a track measurement car in [37] are used in this
simulation. The vertical measurements of a 30 km track are divided into small sections, the length of
which are the same as the 48 m turnout model. Afterwards, the sections are compared with respect to
the mean values and standard deviations. The section with the highest standard deviation and mean
value is selected for the worst case scenario. The selected irregularity is presented in Figure 2. The
profile of track irregularities
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2.3. Analysis Procedure

In simulation procedure, it is assumed that the vehicle travels at a constant speed in facing direction
on the through route of the turnout. A 45 m travelling distance is used to calculate total simulation
time which ensures that both wheelsets are on the track during simulation. It is also assumed that
the components of track have degrees of freedom in their vertical planes and the spring-dampers
representing the substructure are fixed in all directions. As a solver configuration, an explicit time
integration with dynamic relaxation is selected [38]. In this procedure, the dynamic relaxation applies
preloads which help the numerical model to approach an equilibrium where it starts to behave as if it
is in a static condition. Otherwise, wheels subjected to gravitational forces would bounce on the rail
and produce unrealistic vibrations. Dynamic relaxation is then followed by explicit time integration
which uses the output of the preloading stage containing the information of nodal displacements and
calculates nodal displacement in every time step until total simulation time is achieved. Explicit time
integration is effective for simulating dynamic problems owing to its guaranteed convergence property.
Nevertheless, its efficiency depends on the mesh size that affects the time step for the simulation.
The smaller elements mean smaller time steps and therefore, the explicit time integration could be
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computationally extremely expensive for a poor meshing strategy. Importantly, in turnout simulations,
the mesh size should be small enough to capture impact forces (~10−4 s) but also larger to shorten the
simulation time. The time step in this simulation is adjusted as (~10−6 s) via trial and error to obtain a
fine resolution while plotting the bending moment graphs.

3. Verification of the Model

A number of field measurements can be found in the open literature, the aim of which were to
identify the dynamic behavior of a railway turnout [10,39–41]. It should be noted that most of them
were conducted to verify numerical models. These measurements can be categorized into two groups:
a measurement of accelerations [10,40] and a measurement of contact forces [39,41]. Validations by
acceleration are commonly used as a direct method where the outputs produced by accelerometers
were used. Nevertheless, it is difficult to determine contact force information directly from acceleration
measurements. Therefore, validations by the measurement of contact forces are also preferred, where
the contact forces were estimated by the output obtained from strain gauges.

The numerical model used in this study has thus been verified by using the existing literature,
which can be considered to be reasonable and feasible. The two methods in the previous paragraph
are considered for validation purposes, to ensure the accuracy of the numerical model. To consider the
two different cases, the input parameters such as speed, axle load, and stiffness values are adjusted to
be similar to those of the reference cases [10,39].

The model in this study was compared with the field measurement in [10]. On one hand, the
maximum acceleration is found to be 201.6 m/s2, as shown in Figure 3a, which is consistent with
the result in [10] where the maximum positive acceleration reaches 214.05 m/s2. The discrepancy
between two cases is around 6%. On the other hand, contact forces along a turnout can be presented in
Figure 3b. It is noted that the maximum contact force occurs at the crossing panel and the magnitude
can be up to 180 kN. These results are consistent with the field measurements in [39] where the impact
forces can be measured between 150 and 200 kN. Here, it should be noted that exact conditions for
field measurements in [10,39] are unknown. Furthermore, the output of numerical simulations is
deterministic whereas an element of uncertainty exists in the field measurements. Hence, discrepancies
inherently and inevitably occur between the field measurements and the results of the simulation.
Consequently, it can be concluded that the model carries similar attributes to the field measurement,
and has sufficient accuracy, to represent the main dynamic characteristics of train-track interaction
over a turnout.
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4. Results and Discussion

The result of the numerical simulation for the dynamic behavior of a railway turnout is presented
in this section. It should be noted that the longitudinal bending moment distributions are plotted
when the maximum positive or negative bending moment is observed. Conversely, bending moment
distributions along sleepers and bearers are displayed only for the time step when the maximum
positive bending moment occurs for the specific sleepers. As such, discrepancies between the
maximum negative bending moments in the longitudinal bending moment distribution and in bending
distribution along a sleeper can be observed for specific sleepers.

4.1. Bending Moment Distributions under Static and Dynamic Loadings

In Figure 4, the maximum positive bending moment distributions of five sleepers are illustrated
under both static and dynamic conditions, where the vehicle speed is 50 m/s. It is observed in current
model that the speed values over 50 m/s result in so called wheel-fly, which indicates the absence of
contact between wheel and rail. Here, the static condition means that an equivalent static wheel load
is applied to the rail at specific locations. These are selected from the various locations of sleepers:
at the entrance panel, a sleeper under the switch blade, the middle sleeper in the closure panel, a
sleeper under the crossing nose, the longest sleeper and shortest sleeper. As can be seen from the
Figure 4, the bending moment distribution is related to the sleeper length and the rail layout over
the sleepers. Sleepers in the entrance panel, under the switch blades and the shortest sleeper show
almost symmetrical distributions for both cases. Each sleeper shows small variations in bending
moment distributions which are unique to their layout. For instance, the free switch blade creates a
small indentation over the bending moment distribution of the sleeper under the switch blade (see
Figure 4b). Likewise, there is a small difference in the distribution of the positive bending moments
along the shortest sleeper, where the magnitude of the bending moment at the inside rail seat is lower
than at the other side (see Figure 4f). It may result from the asymmetrical rail positioning which is
carried out to place shorter sleepers or a sudden change in sleeper lengths from the longest to the
shortest, which affects the bending moment distributions in the longitudinal direction. In general, the
bending moment distributions of these sleepers, under dynamic loading, exhibit similar behavior to
static loading. The small variations between static and dynamic cases are the consequence of track
irregularities. The irregularities act as an actuator that produces force fluctuations (‘dynamics’) over
the turnout. In the absence of irregularities, the force induced by train will be constant moving load
and therefore, discrepancies cannot be observed between static and dynamic cases. For the dynamic
case, the bending moment values are higher than the static values for these sleepers. Nevertheless, the
difference is imperceptible and on some occasions such as in Figure 4f, dynamic bending moments at
one rail seat could have similar values to the static values. Another common point for these sleepers is
that the maximum positive bending moments for these sleepers occur at the rail seats and the negative
bending moments at the midpoint or close to midpoint of the sleeper. The magnitudes of maximum
positive and negative bending moments are respectively around 5 and 4 kNm.

Figure 4c–e show that the asymmetrical distributions of bending moments are observed for the
sleepers at the closure and crossing panels and at the longest sleeper due to the expanding sleeper
lengths and rail layout. It seems that the layout of a turnout affects the track stiffness significantly
and results in the different distributions of the bending moments; specifically, it is obvious for the
static case. The magnitude of the maximum positive bending moment, under static conditions, is the
highest, 11.2 kNm, for the sleeper at the middle of the closure panel and next is the longest sleeper
at 9.5 kNm. The maximum positive bending moments still occur at the sleeper sections under the
rail seats and they are approximately twice as high as the positive bending moments at the opposite
rail seats. A similar asymmetrical behavior is observed for the maximum negative bending moments
and there are also similar differences between the sleepers in closure and crossing panels in terms of
maximum negative bending moment. Nevertheless, the gap, between the magnitudes of maximum
negative bending moments for these sleepers, is small at about 0.5 kNm. Unlike the maximum positive
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bending moments, the maximum negative bending moments occur at different locations along the
sleeper. The location of the maximum negative bending moment of the sleeper at the closure panel is
between two loaded rails; indeed, at the idle rail seat between two rails. In contrast, the longest sleeper
possesses a maximum negative bending moment at the rail seat on the diverging route which is close
to the route. Common points among the results for these two sleepers are their dynamic and static
simulations. It seems that both are affected by track irregularities but the sleeper at the closure panel is
more sensitive to track irregularities. The gap between static and dynamic is 2.7 kNm for the sleeper at
the closure panel whereas 1.5 kNm for the longest sleeper. Interestingly, a small difference between
the two sleepers is perceptible in that the sleeper sections under the straight rail seem to be affected
differently despite having the same levels of irregularities applied at the same location. It is likely that
the idle rails increase load distribution capacity and therefore, the ratio of gain changes with reference
to distance between idle and loaded rails.
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Figure 4. Flexural responses of sleepers and bearers: (a) Sleeper at the entrance; (b) sleeper under
the switch blades; (c) sleeper at the closure panel; (d) sleeper under the crossing nose; (e) the longest
sleeper; (f) the shortest sleeper.

Among the graphs in Figure 4, the most distinguishable is that of the bending moment distribution
for the sleeper/bearer under the crossing nose. The static behavior of this sleeper is somehow similar to
the sleeper at the entrance since the bending moments under rails seats are at the similar level of 6 kNm
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with a kind of symmetry. Similarly, the maximum negative bending moment occurs at the mid-points
of the loaded rails. On the other hand, the effect of the dynamic load on the maximum positive bending
moment of the sleeper is evident in comparison with the other sleepers. The maximum positive
bending moment develops at the sleeper section under the crossing nose at a level of 18 kNm. It is 2.7
times greater than the maximum positive bending moment for the opposite rail seat. Furthermore, the
ratio of the maximum positive bending moment of dynamic loading when compared to static loading
is 2.6. Whereas, the ratio reaches at 1.25 for the sleeper at the closure panel in comparison with the
other sleepers. Finally, a similar conclusion is also valid for the maximum negative bending moments
under dynamic loading. They significantly increase to –4.7 kNm and occur at similar locations as the
static loading.

4.2. Parametric Studies

4.2.1. Effects of Train Speed

Dynamic excitations along a railway track are a function of the vehicle velocity. In this study, an
investigation into the effects of train speed on a turnout and sleepers was also conducted. The train
speeds used ranged from 10 to 55 m/s, which respectively approximately correspond to the minimum
(32 km/h) and the maximum (200 km/h) permissible speeds through switches and crossings in the
UK [42]. It is noted that a movable crossing nose is commonly used at speeds over 55 m/s [6].

The relation between dynamic factor together with contact forces against speed is presented in
for two cases: where the track is perfectly smooth, and a track with irregularities. The definition
of the dynamic factor is the maximum dynamic force over the static load and; therefore, both the
impact-induced, so called P1 and P2 forces, and dynamic wheel forces are considered. P1 is defined as
the high frequency impact force due to irregularities with small wavelengths and is mostly higher
than the P2 forces. Moderate frequency impact force (P2) is defined as an impact force following
P1 forces and cannot exceed the threshold of 322 kN according to Rail Safety and Standards Board
(RSSB) [43]. Indeed, several definitions of P2 forces exist in the literature. The definition used here is
selected for clarity. By contrast, dynamic forces are defined as track forces in the range between static
and impact forces. It is expected that impact forces are higher than dynamic forces on an ideal track
where dynamic forces are equal to static forces. Nevertheless, dynamic forces could be higher than
static values or even P1 forces, on the track with irregularities, based on the severity of the irregularity
and the vehicle speed. This possibility is noticeable in Figure 5a. In ideal cases, the dynamic factor is
purely due to impact forces. Conversely, dynamic forces prevail at lower speeds (up to 30 m/s) with
irregularities present; therefore, the dynamic factor fluctuates around the ideal case below 30 m/s.
Furthermore, the maximum forces could exist anywhere along the turnout at speeds below 30 m/s.
Contrarily, the dynamic behaviors under both track conditions show similar properties over the speed
of 30 m/s. The case with irregularities has a slightly higher dynamic factor than the ideal case. This
is due to the selected track irregularities and the contact force formulation. Here, track irregularities
have extra contributions to contact forces, which may be accepted as degradation. As can be seen
from the figure, the non-linear correlation between dynamic factor and velocity shows that higher
velocities cause higher impact forces for both cases and dynamic factors could reach up to 3.2. It is
worth mentioning that the instant wheel load or impact force, here approximately 318 kN, is close to
the limit of the permissible wheel force which is defined as 322 kN by RSSB [43]. However, the P1
portion of the impact induced wheel forces could be higher [36,44,45] than this threshold, but they are
mostly acceptable as the duration of the impact is small.
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Figure 5. Multibody responses: (a) Dynamic factors for two cases: track with no irregularities and with
irregularities; (b) contact forces for minimum and maximum speed.

As aforementioned, both numerical studies and field measurements [7,11,32,40] show that the
highest contact forces and vertical accelerations of the wheelsets are observed at the crossing panel,
particularly at the crossing nose. The common insight in these studies is that the most critical part of a
turnout is the crossing panel. Nevertheless, such a conclusion seems inaccurate; in [31] where it is
shown that sleepers at closure panels are subjected to the highest bending moments under moving
constant loads. Interestingly, the findings in the previous section confirm both results, which show
that the critical section could be either at closure panel or crossing panel based on vehicle speed. To
understand the origin of the discrepancy between studies, it is crucial to investigate the longitudinal
bending moment distributions of turnout components for different vehicle speeds.

In Figure 6, the longitudinal bending moment distribution is displayed for a case when the vehicle
runs over a track without irregularities. The bending moment distribution shows that maximum
bending moments at lower speeds gradually increase with the sleeper length, with the exception of
a small drop at the sleepers under the crossing nose. The relatively lower bending moments at the
crossing panel could be a consequence of the increased total rail stiffness, which evenly distributes the
load between sleepers. The distinct property of Figure 6 is that significant variations could be observed
only at the crossing panel with no track irregularities. As can be seen from Figure 6, maximum positive
bending moments as well as maximum negative bending moments mostly take place at sleepers close
to the crossing nose and the deviation between the bending moments at minimum and maximum
speeds is large. Another insight stemmed from Figure 6 is that the open switch blade increases the
maximum negative bending moment; therefore, the maximum negative bending moment starts to
increase a few sleepers before.

In Figure 7, maximum positive and negative bending moments are presented for different vehicle
speeds travelling on a track with irregularities. It is evident that the location of the maximum bending
moment is related to vehicle speed. At lower speeds, maximum positive bending moments appear to
occur at closure panels and the magnitudes of the positive bending moments are 10–15 kNm with
reference to vehicle speed. Likewise, maximum negative bending moments take place in the vicinity
of the location of the maximum positive bending moments, with magnitudes of around 7 kNm. For
both moment directions Figure 7, there are fluctuations in the bending moments, which are as a result
of track irregularities.
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Interestingly, higher train speeds produce a significant difference in the maximum positive bending
moment distributions along the turnout. The location of the maximum positive and negative bending
moments shifts from the closure panels to the crossing panels with higher speeds. The reason for
this shift is that the effects of impact forces become more distinct, parallel to speed increments. The
magnitude of the maximum bending moment is 20 kNm at the speed of 55 m/s., which is approximately
four times higher than normal for that track section. Interestingly, track irregularities still produce
higher bending moments and therefore, the maximum positive bending moments at closure panels
are still significant. Nevertheless, these become insignificant when compared with the gain at the
crossing panel. Similarly, the negative bending moments also distinctly seem to have shifted their
location from the sleepers at the closure panel to the sleepers under the crossing nose. However, the
maximum negative bending moments show smaller increases compared to the maximum positive
bending moments.

The contribution of the track irregularities to bending moments is clear by the comparison of
Figures 6 and 7. Irregularities have a limited effect on the bending moments of the sleepers under
the crossing nose, in contrast to other sleepers. For instance, the gap between maximum bending
moments in two cases for sleeper 52 is 1 kNm; by contrast, it is 5 kNm for the sleeper 38. Another
significant aspect of this comparison is that the standard deviation of the bending moments due to
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track irregularities could be significant which is important in terms of fatigue damage. The fatigue
damage occurs under cyclic loadings; the mean force and force amplitudes define the stress cycle [46].
In addition, this comparison gives another proof for the effects of track irregularities. The location
of the mean value of the maximum negative bending moment shifts from the sleeper under the
crossing nose to sleeper at the closure panel. Consequently, neglecting track irregularities could lead
to miscalculations.

The longitudinal distributions of the maximum positive and negative bending moments are
significantly influenced by speed variations; therefore, the bending moment distributions of specific
sleepers under various speed are portrayed in Figure 8. The common point of each graph is that
the maximum positive bending moments occur at rail seats for all speed variations. Conversely,
maximum negative bending moments are observed at different locations. For instance, the location
of the maximum negative bending moment for some sleepers, such as the sleepers at the entrance,
under the closed switch blades, under the crossing nose and the shortest sleeper, is the sleeper section
in the vicinity of the midpoint of track. This is in contrast to the other locations, particularly at the
rail seats close to the loaded rail seats, for the sleepers at the closure panel, and the longest sleeper.
Figure 8 also demonstrates that the effects of various speeds on the maximum positive bending moment
distributions seem to be diverse for each sleeper. As an example, maximum velocities cause higher
bending moments at sleeper sections under one rail or both rails for several sleepers, but occasionally
lower bending moments for specific sleepers. This is due to the time step when the maximum positive
bending moment occurs. At this time step, the location of the wheels could be different for each case;
therefore, the longitudinal bending moment distribution, which is affected by speed and irregularities,
shows variations that also affect the bending moment distribution along a sleeper. As a result, it
is a challenge to make a reliable comment on the effects of irregularities on the bending moment
distributions along a sleeper. On the contrary, it is obvious that higher speeds cause higher positive and
maximum bending moments at the sleeper section under the crossing nose owing to the discontinuity
at this section. The gap between minimum speed and maximum speed, in terms of the maximum
positive bending moment at the section under the crossing nose, is about 11 kNm. Likewise, it is
8 kNm for maximum negative bending moment.

4.2.2. Effects of Rail Pads

Rail pads are used between rails and sleepers/bearers to increase the elasticity of the track. This
affects the dynamic response of the track, such as vibration characteristics and stress distributions [6].
The dynamic response is a decisive factor with regards to safety, the lifecycle of components and
passenger comfort. Based on the common assumption that track stiffness is the combination of rail
pad, superstructure, and substructure stiffness [6,47], a parametric study of varied rail pad stiffness is
considered, using a vehicle speed of 50 m/s. In reality, rail pads have damping properties, but the effects
of rail pad damping on impact responses have been found to be minimal in comparison to overall
track damping of well compacted ballast bed [48]. Moreover, damping is a complex phenomenon
and expected to be less effective under impact force that cannot be damped out in such a very short
duration. As a consequence, rail pad stiffness is considered.

Figures 9 and 10 show the influence of the rail pads on the longitudinal bending moment
distributions together with contact forces. It is clear that the increase of rail pad stiffness causes higher
positive and negative bending moments along the turnout. The maximum positive bending moment
occurs at the sleepers under the crossing nose under all conditions. Nevertheless, the maximum
negative bending moments could be observed at different locations. The reason seems to be the
vibration response of the vehicle. For instance, the lowest rail pad stiffness produce higher contact
forces while the train moves from the longest sleeper to shortest sleeper (see Figure 9b).
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The magnitudes of the maximum positive and negative bending moments, for the maximum
rail pad stiffness, differ significantly from the minimum rail pad stiffness for most of the sleepers.
The maximum gap between maximum positive bending moments for maximum and minimum rail
pad stiffness is 10 kNm at the crossing section and similarly, it 5 kNm between maximum negative
bending moments. Interestingly, the maximum gap becomes small at the sleepers after the crossing
nose. The reason is that lower stiffness excites higher forces, on those sleepers, which closes the
maximum gap between maximum positive bending moments as well as maximum negative bending
moments for maximum and minimum rail pad stiffness. As can be seen from Figure 9a, the rail pad
stiffness influences the dynamic factor to some extent such that the effect of the rail pad appears to be
insignificant. Furthermore, contact forces on the wheel-rail interface before the crossing nose appear to
be less sensitive to variations in rail pad stiffness Figure 9b. Consequently, it may be concluded that
softer rail pads are efficient for the lifecycle of sleepers before the crossing nose.

The bending moment distributions of specific sleepers, with different rail pad stiffnesses, are
presented in Figure 11. The bending moment distributions mostly follow similar behaviors to those
seen in previous sections, such as the location of maximum positive and negative bending moments
at the particular time step. It seems that the longer sleepers are influenced more by rail pad stiffness
variations. More interestingly, maximum negative moments show larger deviations. For instance, the
maximum positive bending moment on the sleeper under the crossing nose ranges from 12 to 18 kNm.
By contrast, the location of maximum negative moments for same sleeper changes and ranges from 1
to 9 kNm. Additionally, there is no negative bending moment between loaded rails when the rail pad
stiffness is 20 kN/mm.

4.2.3. Effects of Sleeper Stiffness

In general, the permissible contact pressure on the ballast bed is theoretically below a range
between 0.5 and 0.75 MPa depending on the geological type of ballast [6]. To satisfy this condition,
sleepers undertake the vital role of distributing the wheel loads across the underlying ballast bed [26].
Most of the numerical track models basically rely on the theory of a beam on an elastic foundation
where the rail is supported by an elastic support. For the cases where the sleeper is of interest, the
theory is developed into that of a sleeper resting on an elastic foundation [6]. According to the theory,
the effectiveness of the stress distribution from sleeper to ballast bed correlates with the flexibility of the
sleeper, which is the function of the modulus of elasticity of the sleeper; the modulus of elasticity is a
material property. The most common sleeper material is concrete; thus, a parametric study considering
the changes in the moduli of elasticity of a concrete sleeper is conducted.
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Figure 11. Bending moment distributions of specific sleepers with reference to different rail pad
stiffness: (a) sleeper at the entrance; (b) sleeper under the switch blades; (c) sleeper at the closure panel;
(d) sleeper under the crossing nose; (e) the longest sleeper; (f) the shortest sleeper.

Concrete is mostly classified by its compressive strength. The range of the compressive strength is
defined by EN 13,230 [49] that declares “minimum compressive strength shall be class C45/55 MPa
unless otherwise required by the purchaser” for the turnout sleepers as a minimum requirement. This
requirement is converted into meaningful values for the modulus of elasticity via a graph in [50] that
uses the formula:

E = 2.1x105(γ/2.3)1.5(fc/200)0.5,

where E = modulus of elasticity (kgf/cm2), γ = unit weight of concrete (t/m3), and fc = specified design
strength of concrete. The conversion of the minimum requirement above gives an approximate range
for the modulus of elasticity of 20–50 GPa based on [50].

As can be seen from Figure 12, changing the modulus of elasticity has limited influence on the
dynamic factors, ranging from 2.8 to 3.0. A similar finding could be reached for contact forces [51,52].
(Figure 12b) By contrast, the maximum bending moment distributions along a turnout are affected by
different moduli of elasticity. (Figure 13) A high modulus of elasticity elevates the stiffness of a sleeper;
therefore, the effective length of the sleeper supported by ballast also changes.
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Figure 13. Longitudinal bending moment distribution with reference to various moduli of elasticity.

As a result, the bending moment of the sleeper is increased by higher moduli of elasticity according
to the theory of sleeper on elastic foundation. The influence of the modulus of elasticity appears to be
more effective on the sleepers at the closure panel and crossing panel. A high modulus of elasticity can
contribute up to 7 kNm in a maximum positive bending moment whereas this contribution is around
3 kNm for maximum negative bending moments on these panels.

In Figure 14, the bending moment distributions along specific sleepers for different moduli of
elasticity are presented. As can be seen from the figure, the distribution characteristics vary from one
sleeper to another. For instance, most of the sleepers exhibit maximum positive bending moment at the
rail seat with the highest modulus of elasticity but the sleeper under the switch blade is inconsistent
with this result. Another example could be given from the graph of the sleeper under the crossing nose.
It is obvious that higher moduli of elasticity increase the bending moments at the section under the
crossing nose and decrease the bending moments under the opposite rail. A good pattern is distinct for
most, but the highest values of the parameter exhibit unlike behavior; the maximum bending moment
is higher than the expected. It is likely that the irregularities applied in the simulation contribute to
these variations, changing the location impact forces.
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elasticity: (a) sleeper at the entrance; (b) sleeper under the switch blades; (c) sleeper at the closure
panel; (d) sleeper under the crossing nose; (e) the longest sleeper; (f) the shortest sleeper.

Apart from concrete, the common materials in sleeper design are timber, steel, and composite
materials such as Fibre-reinforced Foamed Urethane (FFU). In practice, the choice of materials can cause
some drawbacks. For instance, timber sleepers are vulnerable to biological and mechanical degradation.
A comparison for various materials is presented in Figure 15. The maximum positive and negative
bending moments have common behavior with other simulations. For instance, the asymmetrical
properties still exist on the sleepers, such as the sleeper at the closure panel. The discrepancies in
bending moment distributions is more perceptible for the sleeper at closure and crossing panels. Aside
from the common properties, the highest bending moment takes place when the concrete sleeper is
preferred. The magnitude of the maximum positive bending moment is 17 kNm at the section under
the crossing nose. Regarding only the sleepers under the crossing nose, soft timber and FFU sleepers
could be used interchangeably with those of hard timber and steel since they generally show similar
bending moment distributions in general. It seems that steel could be a better choice for the sleepers
under the crossing nose since they have better bending moment distributions. Nevertheless, steel
sleepers are expensive, require extra care during maintenance, and are subject to corrosion. FFU could
be an alternative to concrete sleepers/bearers. Specifically, it has been reported that FFU provides good
mechanical properties and works well in high frequency regions [53–55].
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4.2.4. Effects of Unsprung Masses

The effective masses in the wheel-rail interaction are the unsprung (wheel) masses [6]. The effects
of different unsprung masses are considered in the parametric study. The effects of the unsprung
masses on both contact forces and the dynamic factor are presented in Figure 16. The dynamic factor
corresponding to different wheel loads reveals an unexpected phenomenon. The reason is the definition
of the dynamic factor, the maximum force (impact force) over static force. It could be inferred from the
figure, that the impact forces increase with higher wheel masses and reach a horizontal asymptote.
In other words, the impact forces become gradually less sensitive to higher wheel masses; in the
meantime, static force always increases with wheel mass. As a consequence, the dynamic factor first
shows a rise followed by a fall, which is consistent with the findings presented in [36]. Regarding
Figure 16a, it can be concluded that the effect of unsprung masses on the dynamic factor is limited.
By contrast, the heavier wheels have a significant effect and produce higher wheel-rail contact force
fluctuations (Figure 16b) that are important for the fatigue behavior.
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Figure 16. Effect of mass: (a) variations in dynamic factor which correspond to different wheel masses;
(b) contact forces for minimum and maximum modulus of elasticity.

In Figure 17, the longitudinal bending moment distributions of the maximum positive and
negative bending moments are highlighted for different wheel masses. Heavier wheels result in higher
bending moments but interestingly, seem to affect the sleepers at the closure panel rather than those
under the crossing nose in terms of maximum positive bending moments. This is due to a correlation
between bending moments and contact forces.
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As can be seen from Figure 16b, the contact force ratio of the heaviest wheel over the lightest
wheel at the closure panel is higher than at the crossing panel. Accordingly, the maximum positive
bending moments of the sleepers at the closure panel have higher deviations. The deviation in the
maximum positive bending moment at the closure panel is around 8 kNm whereas it is only 2.5 kNm
at the sleeper under the crossing nose. In contrast, maximum negative bending moments do not have
such a character. There is no clear trend for the deviation in maximum negative bending moments.
The only clear observation is that the location of the maximum negative bending moment shifts from
the sleepers under the crossing nose to the sleeper at the closure panel. Finally, heavier wheel masses
cause the recognizable fluctuations in the bending moment distributions for both negative and positive
bending moments.

The bending moment distributions along specific sleepers under different wheel loads demonstrate
no distinct behavior for most of the sleepers in Figure 18. This appears to be due to the irregularities
applied in the simulation, which have been explained in the earlier section. A clear projection of the
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effect of the increased load can be seen from the figures, showing the distribution for the sleepers at the
closure panel and under the crossing nose. It is obvious that higher wheel masses cause higher positive
and negative bending moments along the sleepers at closure panel and under the crossing nose.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 20 of 24 
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the behaviors of turnout sleepers under dynamic loading were investigated using a
three-dimensional finite element model. Additionally, the effects of variations in vehicle speed, the
modulus of elasticity of sleeper materials, rail pad stiffness, and wheel load were considered. The
model was verified by the results of field measurements obtained from previous studies. The results
show that the sleepers under dynamic loading have a distinct behavior compared to the sleepers under
static loading. Particularly, turnout bearers under the crossing nose are subjected to high asymmetrical
bending moments. This dynamic effect is crucial in terms of load definitions and should be considered
in design codes. Currently, there is no approved design method for railway concrete sleepers and
bearers in Europe. Unlike Europe, several non-European countries use design codes for sleepers and
bearers. Nevertheless, the philosophy of the design codes is based on the static loadings. Such design
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codes cannot address the effects of dynamic forces on the components (i.e., premature cracking of
sleepers). As a consequence, this paper highlights the effects of dynamic loading on track components
such as sleepers. It demonstrates that an approach, similar to that used in this paper, could be applied
at the design stage to include the effects of dynamic forces.

This paper also highlights different conditions affecting the responses of the sleepers under
dynamic loadings. The main outcome is that the maximum positive bending moment for all cases
appears to occur at the sleeper section under the rail seats at the time step when the wheel load is
directly applied to the rails on that sleeper. However, the matter of the location of the maximum
negative bending moment cannot be directly addressed. It could be between two loaded rails or
anywhere else along the sleeper. Another finding of the study is that the magnitude of the bending
moment is affected mostly by variations in vehicle speeds. The most critical part, regarding only the
sleepers, shifts from the sleepers at the closure panel to the sleepers under the crossing nose with
reference to vehicle speed. At lower speeds, the impact forces seem to be ineffective; therefore, the
concentrated rail stiffness at the crossing nose appears to impose lower bending moments on the
sleepers with a magnitude of 7 kNm, which is roughly the half of maximum bending moment of
the sleepers at the closure panel. Higher speeds escalate the impact forces causing higher bending
moments of the sleeper under the crossing nose. This is important, showing the effect of the dynamic
loadings. It is likely that static calculations neglect this effect and will point out a single point as
a critical part. Furthermore, static calculations neglect the effect of irregularities which influence
magnitude of dynamic response of the sleepers significantly. Results also show that specific sleepers
such as the sleepers at the closure panel and under the crossing nose have asymmetrical bending
moment distributions. The magnitude of the bending moment at one loaded rail seat could be two
times higher than the opposite loaded rail seat, for these sleepers. This effect could be overlooked in the
static calculations which would result in under or over estimation of the forces acting on the sleepers.

Parametric studies demonstrate that variations in the modulus of elasticity of the sleeper, the rail
pad stiffness, and wheel load could also have a serious effect on the bending moment distributions. In
general, higher values of these parameters cause higher positive and negative bending moments. In
particular, the rail pad stiffness is effective to a certain level then the effects on the bending moments
become insignificant. Conversely, higher wheel loads always increase the impact forces, but the normal
track forces could be more responsive. Therefore, the critical part of the track could shift to different
locations with response to track irregularities. Similarly, the higher modulus of elasticity causes higher
bending moments; however, it is more noticeable for the longer sleepers and severe track irregularities.
Parametric studies show that among the various sleeper types, the concrete produces the highest
bending positive moment at the sleeper section under the crossing nose. Due to its high bending
stiffness, the difference in the bending moments of the sleeper sections between the oppositely loaded
rails show a great difference. By contrast, FFU seems to distribute bending moments more effectively.
FFU could be effective in lowering bending moments at the sleeper under the crossing nose. As
aforementioned, FFU is reported effective in the high frequency region and therefore, it seems suitable
for the sleepers under the crossing nose where high frequency forces occur.

Last but not least, the methodology applied in this study is considered to be applicable for
modelling and analyzing an entire turnout due to the lack of computational power in current
technology. However, it is limited and cannot reflect the nature of the system’s behavior at the
stress-strain level. Nevertheless, this methodology can help researchers decide on sections of interest
for more detailed analyses.
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